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The Land 
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No one of these makes their way into magazines 

No one of these makes their way into magazines; they have no sense and I 
have no sense for trying so often. For I watch at the book though the book. I 
am no writer, I am a writer born, nothing fars. I know the book like I know any 
person at love. It would be worse to read it without the church, without the 
block center box, without the trad garments. The worship to at once at man’s 
own, and God’s, as own at once. Man’s own word and God’s as owner. That’s 
why God in from this book and any book. 

Yellow wide shirt of waitress face away 

Yellow wide shirt of waitress face away, time to martial arts by. Shi--warrior, 
do the way, is fundamental to it. Teach him what is faith, self-control. Teach 
him what is desert, to train emotions with the inevitable, to bring in fresh from 
waste. Right action and then behavior, laws, right to kill, "Piece of armor is 
clothing". And then browning. 

It's my first time to watch ¶ far out Vietnamese  

It's my first time to watch 
far out Vietnamese .   Cold is 
a dream.     Cold is a 
dream.     Bone but guts 
toughed with    B yellows, 
not pains but knowledges,  softs grinded, 
lept upon, kept up though, tasting up a thought or lept at 
nasty.     Normally lept at and paying.  Now more. Far more. 

Neither age, nor kids, nor getting old 

Neither age, nor kids, 
nor getting old. Neither were and had 
nor not enough. What's still or strict 
and new, what wild new city now has 
cracked and aged crackling. Style,  
ribs...ribs under thin glass.  
Still troops, still horses and still 
reins. Fours. Vision fours. All vision fours 
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marched where I can see 
and be without my body. 

With all the writing, you've got to certainly ahead, attach a 
hole, light or show. Don't stop either way. 

With all the writing, you've got to certainly ahead, attach a hole, light or show. 
Don't stop either way. A long TV, a high-definition TV, or a sound studio. The 
pen, the paper. No high tall. No low low. Still the page. 

Plus begins certain for a young man who can write. And so from still to 
towards, as cheap and as full as blood. As full on as the three rivers Coors 
shows. My dad, my Uncle, their cold, their body I was with with a wrench in 
the cellar bending shaping rods of a second fridge. What could be a second 
fridge? 

Caughting very gentle around the books, a total sighting Queen of this board. 
To tense at summer, to beard at French's rhythms. Stand at the soft accused, 
begged to be friends. Ground scored for development, health grand, become. 
Turn over pages, my pages. Low numbers to events, to miles, into pregnancies, 
to scans lost. Proof read. 

This is the man, the single man at birth, copping smell. This is the man at 
delivers, and twists, of mountains in English. What calls English? I don't know 
what in the beginning, what starts belief. I watch TV. I'm sending my TV 
outside. It's raining. I even the building. I wash our shorts.  

What is heavy out of me that is not life? The dog does not display life, to 
contain, to travel. Fish place, what I pray for in the corner is time. Wake all 
times, wake. My men, my workers are at the lorry gate. 

Which wolves 

Light, release back and forward, open the City. 
Look out of my head. See structures. Nothing flows. Our blood is better.  
This is something that you are. 
You can call these parts your life. 
It's all that body. It must be clear. 
Beneathe comes a day when there is a rise. The base  
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if I can still clear at her. If I can clear 
at in my mind.  
I wanna low looks through the fog. 
Raise your me to my temple. A book, guide to temple, which wolves.  
Ring tests at me. Call me flavour. 
Let up let up, let down. Slowly. Call 
casts at future ups. No real references though. 
Developing into a clear-eyes pitfighter, 
riding vision tight, close to be fierce. 
Got from painting a house to train my body. 

To begin is to full heart 

To begin is to full heart, but would as full, 

to have it said, to have it still to come.  

This is how Majesty. Bell, marble, glass, gold, suit  

jackets, clacking soles. The chance of a young man 

to hand left-said to, in Germany or 

on his way back, drawn foot, towards,  

through weather, Spring, towards in a dream. 

Death will live in the roof of the house if I mistake and sting 
to death by bees.  

Death will live in the roof of the house if I mistake and sting to death by bees. 
10 or 12,000 Bees in the roof of the house. Honey there of the uninjured, 
prevented. 

These workers are one year, horny and hollow, being destroyed annually. To 
live one year. Death will live if I mistake. Think in Majesty this work. I should 
fail, but I'm not. 

Governy of insects. Man the most perfect pattern of the allagiance, think in 
Mai esty this know work. Perversity. 10 or 12,000 bees not wanting of been. 
Horses and cows stung to death at the trunk of a hollow tree. To evil one year 
to live one easy. 
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Bus driver 

             Dear road past God  

you've me on, my only heart  

followed from it can be past  

roads followed single full roads  

of a and lasts to a and birthing  

outright skill chances still range.  

still, standing man watching all  

of you, man on bus, driver, where  

do you to each morning, where do you  

come to that your mind is broke 

at empty pocket, is lamed in, 

is not your eyes to my eyes even 

not even splitted a second in the mirror. 

You very deep brown or green, someone 

comes out of that bus chair given 

time but short time, is everywhere on 

the bus, a chair gun is used to put 

out your mind. My victim, whole ghost, 

ready standing at your fore 

to fore with you the time 

that waits to put out your mind 

will never to do it with me here. 

Your mind will never go with me still 

here in the cold with you in routes that are 

at me to work with you, Man at driver. 

Fine god eye me brown or green, 

use me brown or green, sat 

at me forward to you drives 

a load, but no sadness drives the truck. 
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Tearful woman at a lesser time, 

but no sadness drives the truck with a 

hole. No one has either water and the 

other vodka at the end of the ride. 

The bride throws her bouquet through 

the windshield into a crowd of women 

and they all run away screaming. The 

best man is going to be best and 

we like throwing things at the bride and groom 

but I don't think you can throw 

something if you don't like them. 

I would like to use this a last line 

that would strengthen you and him, 

mostly him and you in knowing  

strength could restrengthen a  

refrigerator. 

Work for 
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Trees 

 

What comes at me, out of me, or better, Neighbor 

I lay across my hands with no air. What comes at me, come out of me, or 
better, Neighbor. What my head filled with trains of action potentials, what 
filled my blood with iron, I blow them out a further, a sever, a split, a cut. I lay 
across my legs with no Our knucks. My knucks drag up to something slowly. I 
blow out as further as possible what my head filled blood as I have ever known 
it, knuckles up. I blow up to something now, slowly leaning forward against, ‘til 
all my Our, one at with air, ‘til fill my mouth with old hiss hoot jeer, till give me 
something, ‘til something gave. 
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I’m afraid our human minds is not someplace new 

I’m afraid our human minds is not someplace new, is not a new place for 
minds, but an old place for others, other parts, for me to act with those things, 
people and, I felt before. The whole occasion wide, oceans begins with where 
there are lights maybe, and it’s beneathe highway. One electric lights and 
other beings (not city humans but dogs, cats and stuff too) run this city by 
another name. It gave me what I use. But by begins with G now, and ends. The 
purpose of men is not to, I don’t want to, contribute into what will look like an 
ocean. Churches are houses of intimacy like my house is. What does water do 
to year wine? A waterman is much larger at the babe, but points as he grows 
taller. My man I know what about walks with pain, tombs as buildings 
metered. 

Hamburg Port of Hamburg 

Hamburg! Port of Hamburg! Great ships from Monrovia. What for what, and 
post times, and regulars and time, and success and nice clothes. Germany. 
German. Every clothes, shoes, hair, every food and advertisements, every 
toilet and hand dryer is 

imaginative. Posts posts. Posts, ridges. Ridges oh, oh toes, and towards. Ridges 
posts and greens past houses down the river, canoes and men cold in them 
swimming together around in and out and through the canals. I crossed your 
development HafenCity, crossed you on your trains now your trains. Your long 
walks between attractions. Your so many office buildings. Your wet water in 
the cold. Your boats trafficking your vets in water. Your men whose hands to 
the cold and my hands bandaged at the cracks by your very brilliant band aids 
designed for long fingers. Brilliant life you share here in Hamburg all the time. 
Bless the thoughters there and let the sorts like John’s and Paul’s Fish &amp; 
Chips go. You know how well the impression of police, of train conductors who 
do just fine, instead would like to help you find where you’re going. Nothing 
but you are all heart. You come closest to outlasting human life. Your church 
by the builder becomes beauty by all the beauties that come after her, inspired 
by her, taller even. And it’s just that, that it’s good enough to inspire as many 
others, is the best to me as it can, by creation beans at Hammerbrook City Süd, 
at Harburg Rathaus, Wilhelmsburg, at Veddel. Technique bonds to foremen. 
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At what books sound science misses 

At what books sound science misses, the mind missed. At what the mind 
missed is the future. At towards Ms., don’t become pregnant. Don’t become 
like pregnant, Geoffrey dies. What day, no matter what type registry outliven, 
how many creators of beautiful songs breaks your heart, are dead, have 
stopped hearts, have at least one stopped heart. And women who won’t have 
it with me would like me lose what I know to gain at greater. Had a pussy, grew 
softmore, a soft weight, suds weight. I grew in your condition, tries to see at 
through toward moves. Might I see a rolling tank track or a man in the dust 
coming at me, my direction and cannot still see me, and the louder clack of 
ship anchors, grows sometimes out of the dust and onto grass, not a dusty 
green but a clean crisp rolls towards me. I blow out as further as I can. I blow 
up to something as good as any plant or dog. 

I can’t alive the walk to work, ask liveries to score and cool 
me 

My hope at life, my start at alcohol, my second looses, my start begun and 
clacking at it. Still my body begins at blood and clacking, closes against then 
opens what whole day won’t be complete, and whole probably never will, my 
hope on one very low day. All work day up and home day down. What men like 
me become. Which writer can soften acids, can drive me through the book, not 
back around to me in it (that I’m to have at burn me). I can’t alive the walk to 
work, ask liveries to score and cool me. I’m gonna sit at this office chair is 
loaned to me.  

A desk and chair that never went of any real quality. College age, strong upper 
body. I am gonna sit at the office is loaned to me, the opponent in the green 
field. There the light crawled to see darkness. I learned to sing songs. I learned, 
that at faith there’d be time scares. That scares meant evening, and they 
caused lightly against nothing before, though it was really something then, and 
then, to something new, watching back on it now. Thy equals and the will 
eventually, they will what I was hoping, a singular hope: that what agreed 
would not agree. The writing, the event makes my break. You borne my 
quickness.  

As I saw you much witness, in much cities, less the woman, not so her routine, 
not in smoke, not in drags, but blowing with so much experience. 
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Red Fire 

Brown dead vegetation, blue water, yellow sun, blue water, yellow sun, green 
new vegetation. Yellow sun, yellow sun, blue water. Yellow sun, yellow sun. 
Yellow sun, yellow sun, ys, ys, ys, ys. Brown dead vegetation. 

Red fire.  

Blue water, blue water, bw, bw bw bw. Red fire. Yellow sun, blue water. Red 
fire red fire. Yellow sun, ys, blue water, ys, ys, bw. RF. BW. RF, RF, yellow sun, 
blue water, blue water, blue water, blue water. Red fire, yellow sun, blue 
water, red fire, red fire (ys, ys, bw, ys, bw, rf, bw, rf, rf, ys). Blue water, blue 
water, blue water, blue  water, blue water, blue water, blue water, blue water, 
blue water. Blue water. Brown dead vegetation.  

Blue water. 

Time moves us up with opportunities at age to speak 
openly, reach power... 

Time moves us up with opportunities at age to speak openly, reach power, 

turn "No" in a nursing home. 

We are on the user curves.  

We come to action, to an automatic one. 

Turning on a faucet for water. 

Bright flowers follow a bunch. 
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Car accident 

 

The agent 

A mosquito buzzes around your ear.  

You reach up and swat at it. 

You are the agent.  

The mosquito is the object. 

It is an action. 

Learn, understand and build on action structures.  

Your hand. Your hand and swatting are  

problem solving. 

Patient understanding, raising your hand, reaching up,  

deciding to swat, doing something... 
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whatever this something is it is an action. 

The mosquito buzzes around your ear. 

You reach up. You are the agent.  

You are the agent. It is an action. 

THREE SIMPLE THINGS 

If these three simple things are true, and I drew a palm,  

I knew how I’d see soon how palms sat, and I dreamt  

I knew the palm, how it was far from the signs,  

how I was far from Christ where I would spend those palms. 

 

All that’d left were visible scores on open roads up dirt  

that animal marks for future, garments cut on rushes,  

candy with bread, oil lamps, statues of Jesus in an  

olive farm. After that, all I’d been left were clothes.  

All that’d left was spread large cloths along the route. 

PALASPAS * 

*Palm branches, called palaspas, are taken home after the Mass and are hung beside, on or above 
doorways and windows 

Our once blessed and passing priest created a ball with a very short time,  

later that lot of other things could be created. I wanted to learn how  

to do it myself. All those trees open in a lot behind our house. Young  

coconuts in the open lot in front of our house. A bird may figure,  

a lovely grasshopper is served, sight and smell and fresh wave young nuts.  

Flowers is cut into the church patio for the choir. They could be cut or  

plaited to form patterns. 

 

Repeating fields, almost magical tops of voices, a creator to claim. And just  

no matter how intricate the palaspas, it has basically just two parts: sing  
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their hosannas, and angles, or temporary altars, tops of doors, windowsills,  

fine houses.  

 

But my palaspas. Priests burn. But my palaspas...Never reveal what it reveals.  

Like the ash on Ash Wednesday, 40 days before Palm Sunday, reminds with a  

cross, from its soot. Like a heart, like a tree frog, like palm-leaf drawn 
pendants,  

gas pains, skin disease, toothache and tropical ulcers. Denounce or ignore or  

become folk belief. Cancel dwelling. Protect the home. Protect the home.  

Protect the home. 

History 

I write the histories embedded in me as a boy.  

I tell your stories but see them like another man,  

stories all over and around already.  

What do I tell you then?  

 

I imagine another course, not of books, no fiction,  

but of future, of a man, in words. The day, God blessing,  

that you will if you seek of how men heard.  

Each of us has lives with that drama, but that is not for it. 

Love must be. And offers up. 

If I were sleep and died to me, my second course  

would be like none. How and do I a  

in a course, in a single course. No man or God would  

have the say and move a man, or man and if a  

second in a time because she is here. And what  

speaks is how of deep in the heart if great. Plus  

love must be. 
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                   The first trip, which  

were to come to me at your form, the second  

course of all the man, is how the ranges open  

and sticks, or how American Buffalo, were riches.  

The second come of all their rifles, and proof of  

all of what is soon and how what I would school:  

If some were to, and town to me, no man or God  

would have the say and move a man. What  

speaks is how of deep in the heart. Plus love. 

What steps on old light from dark 

What steps on old light from dark, left out of thinking. 

I fall at what my life could brought me, 

what began at coaster courses light. 

When I was a little boy ends light. 

 

What ends at courses life, you are me my friend.  

What begins at what I see brother? 

Help me with clues, because as a man you’ve seen the  

long legs and where they’re from.  

My memories of injury, pain, are not reuses yet. 

Reuses of the day can tear through a phone body. 

Two horses work past me on the road 

Two horses work past me on the road 

and don't mind whipping from the man. 

They only run together, the left turned inward to the right, 

the right one leaning left, to comfort, to remind confusion. 
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Are you old? Do you know Prague's smells?  

Do you know the boats full pass? 

Do you watch, filled with families on the river?  

 

Early man, early morning loving sun,  

at a very bad and horrid man, at a bird 

and a very good and man at looking, 

I'm striking. 

You lives, and sure will lie heavy here 

You lives, and sure will lie heavy here,  

the second floor, to the neighboring side.  

The light seeks and darks, travels the travelers.  

After a few dark beers and the writer (a man working)  

bears weight off into his own. 

 

This is not how humans race or fight. Not like this.  

This is a man I’m watching, both lost and cruel, could walk and still  

tragics all the time, both losts and walk and still, and still 

come around and show the photo of the 60-pound catfish, 

must be where his daughter is, with three men,  

to carry out with him, to carry out the fish on the holiday. 

 

I was sitting with a man, men at pain, for his pension,  

to follow tragic, a single department university, with the words I am old.  

I am watching because this man both losts and walks,  

and still comes around, still tragics all, and still comes around  

and shows catfish photos. It's a daughter. My head's with him,  

my head with three men, to carry out a fish on a holiday  
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with men in county.  

 

His daughter is a catfish, 60 pounds, with three men  

to carry out the daughter. Three men in county clothes,  

and three to carry out a fish. My man, head with three men  

to carry out a fish in a bottle. A writer/wet writers  

still filled with wets, load/carry in the water out a fish. 

 

I'm sick. This is not as human as a race or a fight,  

not for this man both losts and cruel, could walk and still,  

both losts and...and walks and still ‘tragics,’ and  

still comes around, photos of 60-pound catfish,  

must be when his daughter was in Thebes with three men  

of the wood to carry at it.  

 

You lives, and sure will die heavy here. Just do it.  

Just like that. The light seeks and darks, travels the travelers.  

The writer not a writer, a man working, bears weight off 

into his own. It's life that beats to leave a rock,  

to leave a rock that won't carry in the water. 

The insurance of a man with a half bag and stinks with no 
teeth 

The insurance of a man with a half bag and stinks with no teeth, 

if you look at him, not long. 

 

Here I was, as I could, take out my teeth, faith,  

and suck blood by covering my mouth,  

and setting a fast straight ahead. 

Let me lie in the park, commit crimes, break my feeling for them,  
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fall on my power. 

 

No cloth would about me, no woman or no man  

to watch a man with a spitting tick who talks to himself,  

who is standing up and watching me. 

 

And this is when the strongest level of liberty finds me,  

across a spitting man, smoking dark at hair and skin,  

finds me and the next, another shadow passes.  

This one wears a very beautiful sweater and 

a bottle of tea and he is in a dream at me, well away with alcohol,  

waving an arm at just behind me. 

 

No mans will not see, says 

the sauced man, but the single wide 

theater of my brain watches that 

and what a man waters, trees near by the train 

where there’s a tube that leads beneath the tree.  

I watch the men who have slipped, who talk now a lot to me.  

They are alone, are black from the street and  

park sat top sewer grates.  

If I would smell them, if I would harm enough to stick  

my nose against them, their hair, 

the smell would change my writing. 

My imagination slowly becomes nothing, and steadily 

My imagination slowly becomes nothing, and steadily 

lines on me wrap around ourselves  

till nothing stops my way from falling me. 

Chances do not come. I watch the horses, but find instead  
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to watching a child by his father watching one horse.  

This child contains a great square. 

Nothing repeats on him.  

Nothing lies across the lock of the father.  

The child was a horses. The child contains a great square.  

It is possible to watch at beauty as at birds 

It is possible to watch at beauty as at birds 

from low behind an obstacle, through fingers,  

and lie down in the book and record 

both in the visual book and in the book about the sounds. 

That you would record and feel the cold leafy level 

I lie at and write from, cold on the belly. 

It’s cooler now and it’s not the heat. 

It’s not the heat but my fingers 

around the binding, the hard cover on what's written. 

While it is done here, where no one’ll find,  

it’ll come once when another has to read, 

not under crackly leafy shady front like this again,  

but in a full blonde and golden palm. 

Do the Great World with words that are tens 

Oh course, lay down.  

Do the Great World with words that are ten, and men nothing,  

you don’t even know, is full of dangers, are beautiful.  

So lie over cars to the Great World.  

Where I live the white is back.  

Where I coming towards with a white back of pure. 
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Could and come and sit by the wilders  

Could and come and sit by the wilders,  

I am sitting well and looking, and stir, and make.  

A young lady come in the store where,  

for and all the true seconds,  

a second child full of yellow.  

 

If by the second time I were right,  

and doing forward and moving what I knew was print  

and feeling how if and God I knew  

where all the print through went,  

and all the curves by my mom dads,  

will you reviews?  

 

You are dark and dark.  

If you will go on down and drawn,  

and make my roads toward deaths,  

will you make the rest of the world water  

by the blue light in the pond,  

and make a manger of the blonde? 

As do what lightning from you momma  

As do what lightning from you momma.  

What I am who cannot but writing in his book, that thinks only his.  

 

Great impact that someone calls back to you,  

you stalls as precious vision.  

On by sitting from you momma,  

as jaw to run with open over line, to eye with eyes, 
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to widen open, to behalf on someone worked.  

 

I have no my now allusion to grace,  

to eyes that’em with, over time.  

Increase in vision past vision, past power,  

through what calls to writer vision,  

who knews what call this writer. 

 

If these three simple are do, and I drew a palm, 

I knew how I’d see you soon,  

was how of palms I’d sat and dreamt,  

and I know the palm how it were signs,  

the like where I was,  

how I were far from where I will spend those palms,  

where I’d pedaled to with flame, where I will lose,  

where at the pedals dark and warm my lever lay. 

At home it seem to me after school to solve language  

At home it seem to me after school to solve language, college.  

How may before it was broken dialects, it was said,  

must have been to me no better, dreams of homes  

as possible homes of difficulties. 

 

Where am I going to, and where am I writ to a man paged?  

What still then the rest of me? How my going to get there?  

What have now my legs fight with me towards, and why I feel them  

in all their eyes, still then see’d over the road where I now know? 
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The power when I school and watch the power 

The power when I school and watch the power,  

light present in a younger place, that means we son or daughter  

knowing true live and future.  

There want be a provider, this is scores of people how we’d lighter.  

I guess for a kid of life is class, which pounds of grains, as not to need  

Persians, the Indians, thousand-year Chinese.  

No more innocent points to gain, memory of history beyond the many of 
history.  

Numberless ages over their part of America, above a thousand years. 

You are always young when someone dies 

You are always young when someone dies,  

always the child by the father at the horses betting cents to his dollars on. 

But fortunes cost in memory when he dies.  

 

The boy begins with dollars to his fathers loss,  

and light begins at loss, fathers come with sons.  

Do you know those good days as a child that lasting into?  

How will I last, who will remember?  

I will last, will last, I will make mention... 

Every night of me is still walks upon the moon for men my 
father's age or older 

Every night of me is still walks upon the moon for men my father's age or 
older. 

Talents at light in dark, the only lights on screen in all that awful darkness, is 
awesome, because the notepad starts and ends white, makes no plural 
pleasants or two very same sadnesses.  
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Should I unplug and stop because a writer ends upon the moon? But there are 
reaches back to ages as far as other ages go. To them we have no Civil War, no 
Vietnam, we couldn't know it if it were a dog that bit you in the ass every day, 
into night, appears upon the courses of the goal at final targetness. Each night 
falls upon them. 

I am not a Vietnam again, but I have claim and my preparation for my age and 
they can see that light in dark, the only lights on screen in all that awful 
darkness home, is awesome.  

In a rubber tube at Bibione 

In a rubber tube at Bibione, and asking 

upward for a communication, something 

touched my leg, a jelly fish maybe. I was 

afraid in a rubber tube at asking 

for a communication, something, jelly fishes 

around me in a rubber tube. I was 

afraid and paddled back afraid and 

parallel backs, a tube I'd rather upward, 

my leg maybe. I was afraid for a 

communication, something and waking upward 

for an only communication and waking 

upward for a holy communion. 

I should have stayed there, or I should have 

gone further, or asked for more. 

I was afraid. But later I was happy. 

I would like that would mark and rhythm time 

I would like that I would mark and rhythm time, 
that would for her, that I would tempt through. 
 
I would like that I would still, as dark as light,  
that I would much more rare, 
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that I would as a thought more, 
still by rhythms, marking time. 
 
I wish that I would punch through, whop, through breastplate, 
carrying rich with rhythm, 
stow as start through rhythm, 
mark through life as stow dark,  
ten ship stow dark, ten ship,  
man by course, stow by row, 
by waves, waves, that have taken me, 
by half ton water, man would score,  
life, would also score. 
 
I watch by the dear scores of life, I watch by dear visions, 
with lift on weekends if I'm not working. 
I would like that light would pure march,  
that light soon rain, walk over. 
 
The man at the bar twists bottle tops,  
knows nothing out of each of them.  
I would like that I would mark and rhythm time,  
carrying rich and rhythm, whop through breastplate, 
that I would as a thought more, 
that I would much more rare, 
that light soon rain walk over, 
that would, for her, that I would tempt through. 

Big blocks of all of light 

I were as through the word, 

there were as the fortunes of life, were as futures, were the times. 

I were as an answer with reds around, as writers were. 

 

Careless, witless, out and outright dumb, lay tool to me. 

I don't care about work. The ranger is of all time, 

all the winds blowed him, he knows the winds around him, 

he dies of having an eye without his memory. 
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I am being light upon, 

so life with business signs 

wherever you look so that 

around becomes a bus. 

Well, bad not to buy anything, 

but to feel bad about business. 

 

Still I would, right as the rhythms of bounds facing me, 

still write to rock course, to force ahead. 

If I could still write and come through wood, well, imagine. 

I write as men might, to say, to see. 

 

I am no more the writer with the writes tab, but the child. 

The writer will have done with time, 

but the boy will wonder through 

to make as a list of leaves that bust, 

as windows under time. I would like with time and lighting me. 

I could with likeness, lightness to a rhythm, order life, real Greek,  

and mark that low with flooding for all that live in the left right. 

 

And where is my life between all the hookery? 

I still by corner rights, and I want with the singleness the target, 

rip through what would as a course life, live March as white summer.  

I am a breaker.  

Where they were not a hard dark, while you are winning, I can win.  

Can you full, and rock, and over me? 

 

I see as a lite course the course of my own muscle, 

right and truthers, after women who would light to me. 
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Poets to come, man as scorers, course through our time, 

make as dear makes, through white walls. Make and dear skin turner 

through the tin life of a bootspurrer. 

 

White spurs that do past me in careful light, that mean cities past. 

Right chord of church, man cure man,  

for thoughtful life into your care, cureness. 

Write by him, have no vessel, have no for an authority, have no against 
weakness.  

Have no what's a man. Have no woman. Stand against it. 

 

I am my a realtor. I am a writer. I am mighty, 

if I were as a writer was, as rage to the very fine, very sweet, very very sweet, 

as a child. 

How can I ever to that book? 

There is no writer for that book and no reader. 

 

And letters to writing come in big blocks of all of light, 

coming the truth, pouring of life der like, of weirdos, 

of the drive to my city. 

I would still by sweet of love, by sweat hard of my own, 

if I were white pure. 

I skill by angels, swear to God, and still by sweet of love when I can find it. 

 

My rights and rhythms still by carve myself. 

Do you want to make writings? 

I slide by rhythm, no by grace. 

I write by all the courses of life, crack by crack vision. 

 

I know that given life, not death, in office. 
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Time, dear space, know that by lets of on me, 

I made outside my life, the dim wonders of a show of light. 

 

I lay in due course for the rhythm. 

The mountain barn, an arc I were outweighing, 

would I ever have the life to outdoor men? 

 

I made a life to make my own, to der outswim, to column my beauty, 

is the life with me until and back to rhythm. 

I ride in rhythm, know my life, come as near as there as. 

There is no single life to life, and no good death to vision it. 

 

To have no real ties to them. 

None of the graves are writing life. 

Still by wine, layers if men of rumming, 

wild and strings with white. 

 

The poet's gram is Writer, load is that 

can like a finger snap, a bed you line, 

the I will say it thing about you how you've never heard. 

A dear good writer makes no sex from poetry, 

makes no life from time to time, 

delivers and has delved deep, 

because he has a dog in his short life, 

and own and tergent life of miles and papers, 

and stood in early morning as a foreigner. 

 

Where I'm working for a man, 

my way doesn't know where to find a man, to bring it his words. 

How much of this is honor, how much becomes as time and right? 
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And right of man decides. For all of course is still the rhythm body. 

For no single page continues as a page. They star above the mountains. 

Late by ocean that I would later run 

Late by ocean that I would later run,  

with bed spray, and a light box, and a fire and ferocity,  

and greed, anger, and dirt under nails, worldwide  

by my own fierce journeys through time, through light  

as a course light, a time and temple light to enter to me too.  

 

I corner the gas of light. I know it. I taste it. I dream over it.  

For all light is as a drooling dream, to have it said as pure,  

become as a ribbon through the teeth, as truth. What my dear layers  

might be worth when my like as far my love. 

 

I light through writing what you cannot see, think as dumb in writerly world.  

Nah writing world with is life, that we cannot see, 

the frame around us in a yard, where I can dividing into coconuts. 

 

Work as time would light of me, onto ages,  

into city aboves: skylines, ball field lights.  

I don't know anything. I don't know anything, and its going to  

mean something that way some day. 

The every power of wind and water 

Your answer is no, but I write and write into it, much of the time, as if I were as 
a single father.  

 

Assist father as writer.  

Make lively and summer 
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white ocean no water, for one time. 

No water, no rhythm. 

Every power of wind and water gone.  

The Earth still. 

 

I don't want to paint like painting or draw a book. 

I want to write and say without crooked lines, 

I'm like you now. I've lost my energy, 

but I would like to still what I've become. 

I'm not finished where 

the mill is proud. I'm proud 

a life, the pounding scream.  

Maize is maize, maize and fruit, 

and, my all gone away, 

I shade the eggs and milk, and make right. 

 

No one wants it as much as I do. 

I come alive, I take nothing, 

and still there to total height as it grands below. 

I do not want to paint like. 

I do not want what's good. 

I want what's to the writing. 

No woman, no life. Only the word. 

Through love and emotion, tows a seeable thing 

Through love and emotion tows a seeable thing,  

a taller less gradual pumping force. 

Will you make me out, a hammer on  

the shifts of men who are not writers.  

Still the future is the future.  
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None of that stands as chance to this.  

If none of them then let me come.  

I will have it when it shakes and has it home.  

To all the comforts of a none forgot,  

give me grace and a ton of beauty. 

And Mel it back, for four in futures. 

Clem and may forever after. 

Red skirt 

Dim of how true now, letter to printed page. Make up and cure time.  

Make a sentence for of how wild, and the course of life that cannot end,  

the life of eternity inside the lines (the lines rewritten, cancelled, made back,  

and out of grave onto feet). You can make a course of Heaven, but God, the 

course, is always written live. 

 

May I sum in sum, wide with visions.  

May I see your red skirt, with white legs, and with the strength, and legs  

to you.  And to memory coming, and true sail later call, of manown and trips,  

of tastes, laters of lights and summer fruits of wild and ancient coursed with  

sand, and mail unlit for wilds towards of cannons.  

 

Writes for forwards, that time will take, and forward to and taking you to life of  

living and writing. That no course leads to underpinnings, anything that would  

rot the heart and confidence, even with no brains and no sense. Your life of  

your own great life, on decks, over water, with kits of food: what will future,  

what will eat, what will read. 

 

And bending as a future, red as a red skirt, for a futures,  

none will make you won't you have and won't you have,  

will wait til what you for a certains.  
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For as certains were as a red grape were I for certains,  

and my God love to your back to you, where for futures,  

where were time.  

 

A woman wide is split, with visions, mans of how, words with sport, sort of 
time, with travel. Whistley by, the mans to her ear. Her tongues is in a vision, 
of art man, and person.  

 

Will I least a vision of that, of the red skirt, of the boot clack? Will I see at least 
and hear the boot? Will I jungle, lead with touch, with God, to life, to where, 
with life, and up? 

So the coursing goes, making a man... 

So the coursing goes, making a man, to be ribbed and ribboned, made to terse, 
made to sea. If there were orders that were then here, how they would know. 
They would not be as nervous, for into coming, right as others, more will come. 

There are and wide and low, very specific fors and foreign runnings to this 
land. There were those then there that they had had. I had had them too, deep 
at me for a fresh number. 

Welcome to light city 

five minutes at my morning, sun coming up on my 

face 

 

welcome to light city. a single eclipsed window pane 

were like a wisdom... i wanna wanna wanna wanna 

wnwa be a write r a writer a writer a writer a  

wrtier writer wrtiet I dont want to learn any 

languages just writer in my language 

language write writer I want to writer writer no 

speaking only writer only writer only writing only 
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writin 

 

a writer writer writers, a real writer, any 

language. writer, no, onl only writin. 

There as I was in the town  

There as I was in the town 

of the southern states, unfailing, 

and trains, with vast numbers of the most intrepid 

and experienced mariners in the world, 

I would run as to foreign with a myth, 

with my mom dad, brother, with a fever of all my family. 

Each picture of my father by the bike, of my father's mother, 

of no time, of age, of learning time, 

I can't say them for my own good, but fearing 

for a long time, there as lives, fearing as cripples, 

to my father. Prepare, if like the picture of a white man, 

in the hot sun, in his ditch, 

will not for thirst - his heart will stop him, 

and Jesus will be good for that no screaming. 

I am walking in a hundred countries worth my vowel. 

I wasn't to write meant by perfect, but How for a town. 
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As black as coal, as white as a sheet 

 

In 1829 

 


